Winterisation and safety cover

SKIN Extrem
Effective opaque protection
Spring fastening

Drainage mesh
with seal

Strap finish

Strap
reinforcements

Abrasion
resistance

SUPERBLACK
Évolution fabric

NF P 90-308
safety cover

Storage bag

Opaque
cover

NF
P
90-308
Standard

SKIN Extrem

Strength, resistance and longevity.
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Designed and manufactured in compliance with the NF P 90-308 standard, Skin Extrem is
manufactured from PVC SUPERBLACK Évolution fabric for an exceptional weight/strength
factor.

Straight stairs

Strap +
crystal reinforcement

PVC reinforcement

PVC
reinforcement

Crystal
reinforcement
Spring

Edge strap on
underside
1 m max

Perfect tension

its spring-fixing system gives it unbeatable
tension quality.

Strength

SUPERBLACK Évolution fabric is more resistant
to abrasion and tearing. Ideal for both large
and small pools.

Central drainage mesh with seal

is used to quickly drain off and filter rainwater
and avoid pools of water forming, while
maintaining the opacity. An effective overflow
completes the system.

COLOURS

Abrasion protection

using the crystal strengthening placed under
the straps.

DELIVERED WITH

• PVC storage bag.
• Fixing eyebolts.
• Double-headed
bungee
cords.

Welded PVC corner
reinforcements

welded under the cover, prevent premature
wear and tear of the cover on the coping at
the inside corners of stairs.

Quick and easy installation
*Production and material against any
manufacturing defects within the limit
of the maximum dimensions, according
to our general conditions of sale.
Maximum cover dimensions:
14.8 x 6.8 m (stairs included) for compliance
with the standard NF P 90-308.

5

years

OPTIONS

• Aluminium bushing
anchor Ø 10.
• Wooden pool
deck anchors
with screws.

Blue/Grey SB - Green*/Grey SB - Amande*/Grey
SB - Grey/Grey SB - Dark Grey/Grey SB

IDENTITY CARD
Fabric Soft PVC reinforced with a polyester weft.
Weight 600 g/m2.
Breaking strength 2.500 N/5 cm (warp) and 2.000 N/5 cm (weft).
Tear strength 250 N (warp and weft direction).
Treatment UV, cryptogamic and bacterial.
Assembly Welding.
Edge finish Sewn strap with crystal reinforcements.
Overlap in relation to the 0.35 m or 0.40 m depending on the width of the coping. If it is ≥ 0.30 m, then
water body 0.40 m overlap, if < then 0.35 m overlap.
* while stocks last

guarantee*

Recommended retailer
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Opacity

Maintains water transparency. Prevents
photosynthesis. Reduces the use of treatment
products. Makes it easier to put your pool
back into service.

Fixing
eyebolt

